Plantarflexor weakness is a determinant of kinetic asymmetry during gait in post-stroke individuals walking with high levels of effort.
Some studies in post-stroke individuals hypothesized that asymmetrical gait might be a strategy to symmetrize the effort in lower limb muscles. This study analyzed the asymmetry in the levels of effort, net joint moment during gait (walking moment) and maximal potential moment in the plantarflexors, hip flexors and extensors during gait. Twenty post-stroke and 10 healthy individuals were assessed when walking at a comfortable speed on a treadmill. Their efforts were estimated bilaterally with a biomechanical approach (muscular utilization ratio) which is the walking moment relative to the muscle's maximal capability (maximal potential moment). Pearson correlations were used to assess the relationship between asymmetry in walking moment and maximal potential moment. Healthy individuals presented symmetrical values of effort, walking moment and maximal potential moment for all muscle groups. Post-stroke individuals had asymmetrical walking moment in plantarflexion and hip extension. For the asymmetry in the levels of effort and maximal potential moment, they formed two subgroups; the low-effort subgroup presented symmetrical effort and their asymmetry in walking moment was not related to their asymmetry in maximal potential moment for plantarflexors (R = 0.44; P > 0.05). The high-effort subgroup presented asymmetrical effort (paretic side higher) and their asymmetry in walking moments was significantly associated to their asymmetry in maximal potential moment for plantarflexors and hip extensors (0.73≤R≤0.82; P<0.05). Asymmetry in muscular strength is a determinant of walking moment asymmetry when the level of effort is high. These results might guide the type of locomotor training.